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Chronology of Significant Events

Death of Imam Yapha Kaseng in Custody on 21st March 2008
1

19 March 08 Imam Yapha Kaseng along with his two sons Arming Kaseng, Anan
Kaseng, relative Masakri Layi and Sukri Salae, neighbor Mr.Rayoo
Dorkor and Mr.Samah. They are arrested under Martial Law from Kortor
Village, Ruesoh District, Narathiwat Province.

After arrest the 7 persons are taken to Ruesoh Police Station. Mr. Samah
is released at the Ruesoh Police Station. The rest of the detainees are not
informed about the reasons for their arrest. No charges are imposed on
them.

From Ruesoeh Police Station, the detainees are taken to Muang
Narathiwat Police Station, where a press conference is arranged. At the
press conference the authorities inform the press that the arrested persons
are insurgents. Incriminating evidence such as PVC pipes, metal spikes,
military uniforms are placed before the press. The detainees are not given
any opportunity to say anything. The press does not question any of the
detainees.

In the afternoon the detainees are taken to Special Task Force (STF) Unit
39 where they are detained in a 6 wheel police truck. Another detainee,
Sukrinai is already under detention in the same truck. At the time of
detention, Imam Yapha was in good health.

20th – 21st

March 08
Starting from 5 p.m. of 20th March till the early hours of 21st March three
of the detainees in the truck are interrogated in the premises of STF Unit
39.

Rayoo Dokor is taken for interrogation 3 times during which he is
tortured by hitting and kicking, hanging him upside down by a rope,
piercing under his nails, eyes and genitals with a sharp object.

Imam Yapha is taken for interrogation three times. The other detainees
hear sounds of kicking and beating. They hear military persons shouting –
‘You killed our people’ and Imam Yapha crying out loud, ‘I don’t know’.
The detainees say that the first time Imam Yapha returns from
interrogation he complains of pain in the chest. The second time he
returns from interrogation he cannot stand straight and is shoved into the
detention truck. Imam complains that he has difficulty in breathing. The
third time Imam Yapha is called for detention, he cannot walk. Other
detainees help him to climb down from the truck and the military persons
drag him by pulling his two legs to the interrogation place. The third time
Imam Yapha returns from interrogation he is in lot of pain. When his sons
were massaging his body they could feel something wrong with the ribs
on his chest. They could hear noises from inside his body.

1
The table has been compiled from information received from Pornpen Khongkachonkiet (Access to

Justice Project, Cross Cultural Foundation), Preeda Thongchunmum (Legal Officer, Cross Cultural
Foundation), Muslim Attorney Centre, Yala and trial observation notes.
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21st March 08 Imam Yapha dies around 6:30 a.m. in the detention truck.

The sons of Imam Yapha shout from the detention truck and inform the
relatives who came to visit them about Imam Yapha’s death.
The body of Imam Yapha is transferred to the hospital for autopsy. The
autopsy report states Imam Yapha died from ‘blunt force trauma’.

The remaining 6 detainees are transferred to Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp.

22 March 08 Relatives and lawyers file a report at the Ruesoh police station,
Narathiwat Province about the death of Imam Yapha.

On the same day, a member of Narathiwath provincial Council called
wife of Imam Yapha Kaseng to his house and offered her 20,000 baht for
the funeral.

23 March 08 Mr. Suriya Tawanchay, a peace ambassador, tried to persuade the family
not to take any action on the death of Imam Yapha. He offered the family
50,000 Baht and assures that all the other detainees detained together with
Imam Yapha in the truck would be released. An Army Officer makes a
similar offer. The family declines to accept the offers.

24 March 08 The District Officer of Ruesoh meets with the family and offers an
amount of money to the family as compensation and also asks the family
not to take the case further. Members of the Working Group on Justice for
Peace observed the meeting.

27 March 08 The Rusoh District Head brings two sons of Imam Yapha from
Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp to Ruesoh police station. The District Head
states that all detainees except Sukreeranai (against whom criminal
charges had been imposed) would be released without the imposition of
any charges. However the family should agree in return that they would
not take any legal action concerning the death of Imam Yapha and not
give any information to the media. The relatives do not agree to the offer
and the two sons are brought back to Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp.

28 March 08 Relatives of 5 detainees (accept Mr. Sukreeranai) are asked to meet army
representatives at Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp. The families do not accept
any offers.

30 March 08 Mr. Anan Kaseng, one of Imam’s sons was released temporarily and
allowed to stay home one night. The relatives said that he was sent to
convince the family to accept the offer – that if the relatives do not take
any legal action with respect to death of Imam Yapha, not complaint to
any human rights organization, not talk with any media; the authorities
would offer the family land and work and release the detainees with
assurance that they would not be rearrested. If the families accepted such
an offer, the agreement would be formalized in written form in the
presence of lawyers. The relatives did not accept the offer.

31 March 08 Daughter of Imam Yapha Kaseng and Mr. Anan Kaseng meet with
lawyer (s) and inform them about the offer made by the Army and
requested the lawyer(s) to take legal action for release of the five
detainees. The relatives also requested the lawyer (s) to take legal action
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on the death of Imam Yapha Kaseng. The lawyer(s) accepted to submit
the petition requesting the release of 5 detainees. Mr. Anan Kaseng was
sent back to Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp.

01 Apr.08 Police person of Ruesoh District Police station asked the two daughters of
Imam Yapha for their testimony. The daughters gave testimony in the
presence of lawyers.

6 April 08 Mr. Suriya Tawanchay came to deliver the same offer again to the
relatives of Imam Yapha Kaseng.

8-10 April 08 On 8th April, the lawyer(s) file the Writ of Habeas Corpus before the
Narathiwat Provincial Court on behalf of the relatives of the detainees.
The relatives of the detainees state that the detainees were tortured with
the purpose of extracting information during their detention. For this
reason the relatives claim that the detention was illegal and request the
Court to order the release of the 5 detainees and grant them compensation
according to the Constitution if their detention is found to be illegal.

8th – 9th April, the Court hears the testimonies of 3 relatives and one
detainee who had been released on 8th April.

The Court gives its decision on 10th April and states that the officers had
the authority to detain suspected persons under Martial Law and
Emergency Decree and for this reason there was no ground to hold the
detention of the 5 persons ‘illegal’. The Court rejects the Writ Petition of
Habeas Corpus.

After the above decision, on the same day the lawyer(s) filed another
motion objecting to the request of the authorities for extension of
detention for 7 more days as required under the Emergency Decree. The
Court dismissed the motion of the lawyers since the no request for
extension of detention had been presented by the authorities till the end of
the government working day.

After the Court rejected the motion, the Enquiry Officer presented the
motion for extension of detention. The Court rejected the request since it
was presented after the end of the government working day, 4:30 p.m.

Thus the 5 detainees were released on the next day, 11th April

May 08 The complaints with respect to torture of Imam Yapha, Rayoo Dokor and
Sukrinai were sent to the Anti-Corruption Commission.

Mr. Sukreeranai is under the pre-trial detention in Narathiwath prison
since 21 March 2008. (Note: He was charged with several offences
including murders and being member of illegal association. The first
hearing of Mr. Sukreeranai case was scheduled to be on 28 July 2008)

30 June 2008 The first hearing of the Post Mortem Inquest of Imam Yapha Kaseng is
held at Narathiwat Provincial Court. Three witnesses, Arminah Kaseng
(wife of Imam Yapha Kaseng), Dr. Suphawit Pakdichoke from Ruesoh
District Hospital and Major Wicha Phuthong give testimony before the
Court.
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Dr. Suphawit Pakdichoke who conducted the initial examination of the
dead body explained that the cause of death of Imam Yapha Kaseng was
‘blunt force trauma’. He explained that some strong force had caused the
ribs to break and the broken ribs had punctured the lungs.

Major Wicha Phuthong who was holding responsibility as the Acting
Commander of the Special Task Force Unit 39 at the time of incident
denied knowing any details about the circumstances surrounding the
death of Imam Yapha. The Major denied knowing how Imam Yapha got
the injuries on his body. The Major also denied knowing the names of the
persons who were on guard duty and who had interrogated Imam Yapha.

14th August 08 2nd Hearing on Post Mortem Inquest

Daughter Normee Kaseng and sons Arming Kaseng, Anan Kaseng gave
testimony before the Court. They described the interrogation of Imam
Yapha and how Imam was tortured during interrogation by the military
persons. They also described the offers given by the authorities after the
death of Imam Yapha.

15th August 08 3rd Hearing on Post Mortem Inquest

Rayoo Dokor, Sukri Salae and Masakri Rayi who were detained along
with Imam Yapha gave testimony before the Court. The three witnesses
described the interrogation of Imam Yapha and torture by the military
authorities during interrogation.

Rayoo Dokor described the torture against him during interrogation while
he was in detention. He also testified that he was paid 50,000 baht by the
authorities when he was released. Masakri Salae said that he was paid
20,000 baht by the authorities on his release

Next hearing on 18th – 19th September 2008 when witnesses from the
military authorities would testify before the Court.

.
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Post Mortem Inquest, Imam Yapha Kaseng

Narathiwat Provincial Court

Trial Observation Notes: Court Hearing on 15th August 2008
2

Witness: Rayoo Dorkor, age 18 years

Examination by Prosecutor

The witness is not a relative of Imam Yapha. On 19th (he could not remember the
month) he had been detained from his house and together with Imam Yapha and six
other detainees he was taken to Ruesoh police station. Samah who had also been
arrested was released at Ruesoh police station and the remaining 6 persons were taken
to Muang Narathiwat police station for a press conference and then brought back to
Ruesoh police station. Around 2.00 p.m. they reached the STF Unit 39, where they
were detained in a police truck. Sukreeranai, another detainee, was already present in
the detention truck. Thus a total of 7 persons were detained inside the truck.

On 20th March at bout 5.00 p.m. 5 persons took Sukrinai out of the truck. The witness
could remember the faces of the persons who took Sukrinai out of the truck. Sukrinai
was returned to the truck after about 5 minutes.

After Sukreeranai returned, the witness was taken out of the truck. The witness was
taken to a place behind the ‘aid’ room, about 10 meters away from the truck. At that
place he was interrogated by the military persons for about one hour. The witness said
that every time he answered, ‘I don’t know’ in response to the questions asked by the
interrogators, he was kicked. He was kicked many times by the interrogators during
the one hour. After that he was blind folded and taken back to the truck.

At about 8:00 p.m. three persons from STF unit 39 took him out of the truck for
interrogation again. The persons who took him out of the truck were a different from
the first time. The persons took him to a different spot, but it was near the ‘aid’ room.
The witness knew that Imam Yapha was also taken for interrogation since Imam
Yapha was taken out of the truck about the same time.

During the interrogation, the witness said that he was hung upside down by a rope for
about two hours. During this time the witness heard somebody shout because of pain
and he heard somebody kicking some person. The witness was of the opinion that the
person was Imam Yapha as he recognized the voice and also only Imam and himself
had been taken for interrogation that time. He heard the noises of kicking and
shouting in pain for some time.

2 Observers: Kalpalata Dutta (on behalf of Access to Justice Project, Cross Cultural Foundation)aided
by Pawinee Chumsri as interpreter and Preeda Thongchunum, Legal Officer, Cross Cultural
Foundation
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The witness was brought back to the truck about 11:00 p.m. Imam Yapha was already
in the truck. After about 15 minutes Imam Yapha, Sukrinai and the witness was taken
for interrogation again. The witness was taken for interrogation behind the ‘aid’ room,
but not the same place. The witness could not say where the other two, Imam Yapha
and Sukrinai was taken for interrogation.

The witness was interrogated for about one and half hours. During this time he could
hear sounds of kicking and beating again. The sounds came from near the ‘aid’ room.
The witness heard somebody crying out in pain.

The witness was brought back to the truck at about 2:00 a.m. The witness saw that
Imam Yapha was in the truck, but the witness did not talk with the Imam as the
witness was in a lot of pain. About 6.00 a.m. the witness saw Imam Yapha lying down
on the lap of his sons. Imam Yapha was still alive. Sukri Rai asked the military to
help the Imam and take him to the hospital but the request was ignored. Some minutes
later Imam Yapha died. On being told about the death, the military authorities did not
check the body but drove the truck to another position, removed the body and drove
the truck back to the same position.

When relatives of Imam came to visit the detainees, Anan Kaseng shouted and told
them that Imam had died. The military persons then ordered them not to shout
anything and drive the truck away from the place. Later the detainees were taken to
Ingkayutthaboriharn camp where he was detained for about 21 days. After he was
released he came back home. The military persons came to his home and took him to
the military camp to meet with the head of the camp and asked him to sign a
document. The document said that the witness would not complain to anybody about
the torture faced by him. The witness refused to sign the document. Before taking him
back to his house, the military persons took him to Ruesoh police station where the
witness gave information to the police. While he was giving information the military
persons were present there. At the police station the witness gave the same testimony
as he gave to the court. At the police station the witness was asked to identify the
persons who tortured him. The witness could identify the face of the persons but did
not know their names.

The witness said that he was able to see the persons who tortured Imam Yapha when
he was taken for interrogation at about 8:00 p.m. There were many persons who
tortured Imam Yapha, but the witness could remember the face of only one person
clearly.

Examination by Lawyer of Relatives

The witness lived in the same village as Imam Yapha though not close. The witness
went to the same mosque as Imam Yapha. The witness recognized Imam Yapha since
Yapha Kaseng had been the Imam since he was born. The witness said that the
villagers had a lot of respect for Imam Yapha. The witness said that he did not know
that the Imam had done something that was illegal or wrong. Yapha Kaseng was an
‘Imam’ and not an ‘Ustaaz’.

On 19th about 10-20 police and military persons arrested him from his house. He was
the only person arrested from his house since he was the only male person in the
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house and all the others were women. After arresting him the authorities took him to
Imam Yapha’s house, where he found Imam Yapha and others sitting outside the
house in the custody of the authorities.

The witness said that when the authorities came to his house, they did not have to
force open the door of his house as the witness opened the door voluntarily for them.
The authorities said that the witness would be taken to Ruesoh police station.

Seven persons including the witness were taken to Ruesoh police station which was at
a distance of 4-5km away. At the Ruesoh police station the authorities photographed
them and checked their ID cards. They were detained at the Ruesoh police station for
about 2 hours. The authorities did not inform them about the reasons of their arrest.
Samah was released at Ruesoh police station and the remaining six including him was
taken to Narathiwat Police Station.

At Narathiwat police station the authorities had a press conference. At the press
conference the authorities stated that they had already charged the detainees with
offences relating to terrorism. Incriminating evidence such as PVC pipes, hammers,
metal spikes, military uniforms were displayed on a table. The witness asked the
authorities for an opportunity to tell the press that he was not a terrorist, but no
opportunity was given to any of them. The press did not take any interview of the
detainees or ask them any questions.

After the press conference, the detainees were taken to STF unit 39. During his
interrogation the witness was hanged upside down and kicked. The authorities also
pricked him with sharp instruments under his nails, under his eyes and in his genitals.
The witness could not say whether Imam Yapha was tortured like this.

During the second round of interrogation, the witness was taken near the ‘aid’ room,
and Imam Yapha was taken near the fuel pump. The witness saw Imam Yapha being
kicked by the military persons, but did not see how else Imam Yapha was tortured.
The witness said that about 15-16 persons were involved in the torture of Imam
Yapha and himself.

The witness could identify that it was Imam Yapha shouting in pain as he had heard
the voice many times before and recognized it. The witness was of the opinion that it
was the military persons who tortured Imam Yapha.

The witness said that the authorities gave him 50,000 baht when he was released. The
witness did not sign any document in return for the money.

The witness complained against the military authorities about his torture at Ruesoh
police station. The witness said that the military tried to intimidate him by saying that
if he took any legal action against the authorities it would only waste his time and
energy as such legal action would not lead to anything.
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Witness: Sukree Salae, 30 years old, teacher at Tontanyong school

Examination by Prosecutor

The witness was arrested on 19th March at about 5:00 a.m.

On 20th March two military men took Rayoo for interrogation first and then
Sukreeranai. Sukreeranai was already there in the detention truck when the witness
and other detainees were brought on 19th March. The witness could not remember
when Rayoo returned from interrogation.

About 8.00 p.m. two military persons came to take Imam Yapha for interrogation.
The witness could remember the face of the persons who took Imam Yapha. Imam
Yapha was taken near the fuel pump. The witness saw the military persons kicking
Imam as the fuel pump was close to the truck where they were detained. The witness
also heard sounds of beating and kicking, and Imam Yapha shouting in pain. The
witness heard these sounds intermittently for about 2 hours. Around 10.00 p.m. Imam
Yapha was brought back to the truck. Imam Yapha complained of pain and said he
had been tortured. He lay down in the truck while the others tried to massage his
body. The witness said that Imam was not wearing his T-shirt and his body was wet.
The witness saw some marks on his face.

After 15 minutes, two military persons took Imam Yapha for interrogation again near
the Salaa which is not very far from the fuel pump. The distance between the truck
and the Salaa was about 20 meters. The witness could see the Salaa, though not
clearly since it was getting dark. But there was a spotlight in the area. The witness
heard the military persons beating and kicking Imam Yapha and Imam Yapha shout in
pain. These sounds continued intermittently for about one hour. Imam Yapha came
back to the truck around midnight. At that time he could not walk properly and the
witness had to help him get into the truck. Imam Yapha did not say anything and just
lay down on the floor of the truck.

About 15 minutes later, 2-3 military persons came and took Imam Yapha for
interrogation again near the ‘aid’ room, about 15 meters away from the truck. The
‘aid’ room was in the same direction as the salaa and the fuel pump. The witness saw
many military persons surrounding Imam Yapha and heard noises of beating and
kicking and Imam Yapha crying in pain. The noises continued intermittently for about
2 hours. Imam Yapha was returned to the truck at about 2:00 a.m. Imam Yapha had to
be helped to get into the truck as he did not have any more stamina. The witness
helped in massaging his body throughout the night. At about 6:00 a.m. the witness
noticed that Imam Yapha had difficulty in breathing, so the witness requested the
military persons to take Imam to the hospital. A few minutes later Imam Yapha died.
The witness informed the military persons that Imam Yapha had died. The military
persons opened the door of the truck and when they found the Imam dead they closed
the door of the truck and locked it. The sons informed the relatives about the death
when they came to visit the detainees. On the same day the detainees were transferred
to Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp where they were detained for 19 days. At
Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp the witness was interrogated about the circumstances of
Imam Yapha’s death. After being released the witness went back to the Ruesoh Police
Station to claim his mobile phone.
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Examination by Lawyer of the Relatives

The witness was not informed about the arrest at the time of arrest on 19th March. No
charges were imposed on the witness on 19th March. Imam Yapha was in good health
when he was taken for interrogation the first time. The witness could see the
proceedings near the ‘aid’ house, the fuel pump and the salaa as they were in the same
direction as the truck. The witness saw around 10 military persons taking part in the
interrogation process of Imam Yapha.

The witness said that Imam Yapha could walk by himself when he was taken for
interrogation the first time. Imam Yapha had to be supported by others when he was
taken for interrogation the second time. The witness said that the third time when
Imam was taken for interrogation, Imam was not able to stand and he was dragged to
the interrogation place by pulling his two legs. The witness saw injuries and bruises
on the face and body of Imam Yapha. The witness said that Imam Yapha had said he
had been tortured but had not spoken of the details.

The witness said that the first time Rayoo Dorkor was taken for interrogation, he was
fine. But after he came back from the interrogation he had many injuries on his body.
The witness said that Sukreeranai who was already under detention in the truck when
they were placed in the truck on 19th March, had many injuries and bruises on his face
and body. The witness said that Sukreeranai said that the injuries had been caused by
the military persons during his interrogation.

At Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp the military persons asked him about Imam Yapha and
whether Imam Yapha was involved with the insurgency. The witness said that he had
told the military authorities that Yapha Kaseng was Imam in the village and not
involved with any insurgent activities.

After the third round of interrogation of Imam Yapha, 5 minutes after Imam Yapha
was returned to the truck, a military person gave a paracetamol tablet to Imam Yapha.
The witness said that after the third round of interrogation, when Imam Yapha was in
bad condition, they did not call the military for help because they were afraid. The
military authorities had ordered the detainees not to watch the interrogation of Imam
Yapha and to keep their heads down while they were in the truck.
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Witness: Masakri Rayi, age 21 years

Examination by Prosecutor

Masakri Rayi is a relative of Imam Yapha. On 19th March, the witness had been
arrested along with the other detainees. On 20th March at about 5.00 p.m. 5 military
persons took Rayoo Dorkor for interrogation. At about 8:00 p.m. 2 military persons
took Imam Yapha for interrogation. The witness heard sounds of beating and hitting
and he recognized Imam Yapha’s voice crying in pain. When Imam Yapha came back
to the truck, he did not have his Tshirt and he was in pain.

Around 11:30 p.m. the military persons took Imam Yapha for interrogation again. The
witness did not try to see what was happening to Imam Yapha but he heard sounds of
hitting and beating and Imam crying out in pain. When Imam Yapha was brought
back into the truck, he was in terrible condition. He could not walk properly and the
military persons shoved him into the truck. The witness helped to massage the body
of Imam Yapha.

At about 12:30 a.m. Imam Yapha was taken for interrogation the third time. The
witness did not try to see anything when Imam was being taken as he was scared.
Later he saw that Imam was taken to a place about 15 meters away from the truck.
The witness said that he heard sounds of hitting and beating. When Imam Yapha
came back into the truck, his condition was quite bad. Early in the morning Sukri
Salae called the military to help Imam Yapha and take him to the hospital. Imam
Yapha died soon after. Later in the day the witness and the other detainees were
transferred to Ingkayutthaboriharn camp, where they were detained for about 20 days.
The witness never went to the police station and the police did not ask him any
questions. The witness signed some document.

Examination by Lawyer of the Relatives
The witness confirmed the injuries on Imam Yapha’s body from the photographs
shown by the lawyer. The witness said that authorities interviewed him about the
death of Imam Yapha at the Ingkayutthaboriharn camp and also gave him 20,000
baht.
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Post Mortem Inquest, Imam Yapha Kaseng

Narathiwat Provincial Court

Trial Observation Notes: Court Hearing on 14th August 2008
3

Witness: Normee Kaseng, Daughter of Imam Yapha Kaseng

Examination by Prosecutor
The witness said she lives with her husband. She heard about the arrest of Imam
Yapha, her father, on 19th March from her younger sister. She visited Imam Yapha on
the 19th at the Special Task Force (STF) Unit 39. She could talk to her father who was
being detained in a police truck by shouting. She saw her father’s face on the 19th. She
saw her father coming out of the truck to take a bath. She was in the STF unit 39 area
till 4:00 p.m. Next day, on 20th March, she went to the STF unit at about 8:00 a.m.
Her father still looked normal and she could communicate with her father by shouting
at. While she was there, her father did not come out of the truck.

On the morning of 21st March, she was in her house when she received a phone call
from her younger sister that her father, Imam Yapha, had died. On receiving the news
she went to her father’s house and together with her relatives went to the STF unit 39
at about 8:30 a.m. They tried to enter the camp, but were not allowed to do so. On
asking the military authorities said that no one had died in the camp. She knew that
Imam had died because earlier in the morning, her mother had come to visit the Imam
and one of her sons who were being detained along with the Imam called out to say
that Imam had died. Around 9:30 a.m. an ambulance came. At about 10:00 a.m. she
was allowed to go inside the camp. The body of the Imam was laid out on a stretcher
and was covered with a white sheet. When the doctor removed the sheet, she could
see wounds and bruises on his face. Later the body was taken to the hospital for the
examination. In the hospital she could not see the autopsy process. Before the body
was buried she could see the wounds on the Imam’s body.

Examination by Lawyer of Relatives
On 19th March, she learnt from her younger sister that her father and two brothers
Arming and Anan had been arrested. She had met her father on 18th March and he had
looked healthy. The truck in which her father was detained was a police truck, brown
in color that is usually used to take detainees from the police station to the Court. She
could talk with her father by shouting. She saw that Arming Kaseng, Anan Kaseng,
Masakri Salae, Sukree rai, Sukreeranai and Rayoo Dorkor were detained in the truck
along with her father. The truck was kept locked at all times, except when the
detainees had to go to the toilet. She could see her father go out of the truck. She
could see her father ask permission from the military persons to pray outside, but her
father was not allowed to do so.

3 Observers: Kalpalata Dutta (on behalf of Access to Justice Project, Cross Cultural Foundation) and
Preeda Thongchunum, Legal Officer, Cross Cultural Foundation
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On morning of 20th March, when she went to the STF unit, her father was still in the
truck. But in the afternoon her neighbors from the village who had gone to visit the
other detainees saw that her father get out of the truck.

On 21st March, at about 8:00 a.m. her mother and sister went to visit her father and
younger brothers. Her younger brothers who were inside the truck, shouted out to say
that father had passed away. But they did not say anything about the cause of death.
She knew about the cause of death from the autopsy report. The witness confirmed
the wounds and appearance of the bodies as per the photographs presented by the
lawyer.

After the incident, she filed a complaint with the police that STF Unit 39 was
responsible for the death of her father. After her complaint, the police brought the
witness to identify the persons responsible for the death, but the witness did not know
the identity of the officers. The witness said that she knew that the police had brought
one of the detainees, Rayoo Dorkor, to identify suspects from a group of 5 persons.

The witness said that after the death of the Imam, the military allowed them to visit
the rest of the detainees on 24th March at the Ingkayutthaboriharn Camp. The military
authorities also proposed to them that they would give land to the families if they did
not have any, and also give work to the detainees. The witness said that they did not
know what the military wanted in return for the offer. The witness and her family
declined the offer.

Later on the military authorities released Anan Kaseng to negotiate a deal with the
family. They proposed that if; a) the family do not take any legal action against the
authorities with respect to the death of Imam Yapha, b) the family do not contact with
any human rights NGO, c) not speak with any media, then the authorities would give
them any amount of money they wanted, release the detainees, and not re-arrest the
detainees after they are released. The family refused to accept any offer from the
military. Anan Kaseng went back to the military camp.

Later on, she submitted a habeas corpus motion to release the detainees, but the Court
did not allow the motion.
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Witness: Arming Kaseng, son of Imam Yapha Kaseng

Examination by Prosecutor
On 19th March, the witness was in the house, when about 5:00 a.m. a group of police
and army officers came to search their house. When they came inside their house, his
father, who was at that time just outside the house, had already been arrested. While
the house was being searched the witness was inside the house. The witness saw that
the authorities had asked Imam Yapha to lay down on the road. Apart from him, the
authorities arrested his brother Anan Kaseng, Imam Yapha, Cousin Masakri Rayi and
Sukri Salae who was staying in the house with them. The authorities brought another
two persons who had been arrested, Rayoo Dorkor and Samah.

All the arrested persons were brought to Ruesoh Police Station, where the authorities
photographed them. At about 10:00 a.m. they were brought to Muang Narathiwat
Police Station for a press conference. They were brought back to Ruesoh Police
Station by 11:00 a.m. At 1:00 p.m. they were transferred to STF Unit 39. They were
detained in the six wheel police truck. The witness knew it was a police truck as the
word ‘police’ was written on the side of the truck.

On 19th March there was no interrogation of the detainees and they stayed inside the
truck.

On 20th March at about 5:00 p.m. about 5 officers took Rayoo Dorkor for
interrogation. The rest of the detainees stayed inside the truck. From inside the truck,
the witness saw the officer take Rayoo to the back of an ‘aid’ room. 30 minutes later,
Rayoo was brought back to the truck blindfolded. When he was back in the truck,
Rayoo told the other detainees that he was tortured and he was feeling pain. The
witness saw bruises on the body of Rayoo.

At about 8:00 p.m. two officers took Rayoo for interrogation at the same place again.

At about 8:10 p.m. the officers took Imam Yapha for interrogation about 10 meters
away from the tuck near the ‘Aid’ room. 10 minutes later the witness heard the Imam
cry out in pain. He also heard the sound of beating and hitting. The sound came from
the same direction where the Imam had been taken. The witness heard these sounds
for about 30 minutes.

Around 8:30 p.m. Imam Yapha was brought back to the truck. After he was brought
back into the truck, Imam said that he had been tortured. The witness said that the
Imam had been wearing a T-shirt when he was taken for interrogation but he was not
wearing it when he came back into the truck and his body was wet. There were
particles of sand on his head, body and sarong. The Imam lay down on the floor of the
truck and the witness tried to relieve his pain by massaging his body. Around 8:40
p.m. Rayoo was brought back into the truck.

At 10:00 p.m 2 officers took Imam and Rayoo for interrogation to the same place
again, about 15 meters away from the truck. The officers also took Sukreeranai for
interrogation. The witness heard his father, Imam Yapha crying out in pain. He heard
sounds of beating and hitting and his father crying out for about 30 minutes.
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Around 10:30 a.m. the military persons brought Imam Yapha back to the truck. The
Imam was not able to move anymore and the authorities almost shoved him into the
truck. On returning to the truck, the Imam said that he had been tortured and was
feeling a lot of pain. The witness tried to help the Imam by massaging his body. After
some time, the authorities brought back Sukreeranai to the truck in an unconscious
state and he was also thrown inside the truck. Rayoo had still not come back from the
interrogation.

At about midnight, 2 military persons came to take Imam Yapha for interrogation for
the third time. At that time Imam Yapha could not move anymore. The military
persons hit Masakri Salae and asked him and the witness to take out Imam Yapha
from the truck. They helped to bring Imam out from the truck and laid him down on
the ground. The officers dragged Imam to the place of interrogation, a salaa, by
pulling his two legs. The witness could see his father at the place of interrogation as
there was some light. The witness heard a military person shouting – ‘you killed our
people’. 5-6 military persons were surrounding the Imam. About 10 minutes later, the
lights were switched off. The witness heard Imam crying out loud – ‘I don’t know’.
He heard the sounds of ‘hitting and beating’ a few times.

At about 2:00 a.m. Imam Yapha was brought back to the truck. Imam Yapha could
not get into the truck by himself and he was thrown in by the officers and the door of
the truck was locked. The Imam said that he was not able to stand any more and was
in a lot of pain. The witness helped to massage the body of the Imam. Later on the
officers brought back Rayoo to the truck. Around 6:00 a.m. Imam Yapha was lying on
the lap of his sons. He was in very bad condition. Masakri Salae called the military
officers and requested them to take Imam to the hospital, but they did not. Around
6:30 a.m. Imam Yapha breathed his last.

After Imam died, another group of officers came and drove the truck to another place,
about 30 meters away, took out the body and then drove the truck back to the same
position. By this time the relatives had come to visit the detainees and the witness
shouted and informed them that Imam Yapha had passed away. The witness did not
have the opportunity to observe the autopsy process. On 21st March at about 11:00
a.m. the detainees were transferred to Ruesoh police station and then to
Ingkayutthaboriharn camp. They were released from the Ingkayutthaboriharn camp on
11th April. After their release the police called him to ask information about the death
of Imam Yapha and showed him photographs of 5 officers stationed at STF Unit 39.
The detainee was asked if he could identify any of the officers. The detainee could
identify one person who had come to take Imam Yapha from the truck where they
were detained for interrogation. But the witness did not know the name of the officer.

Examination by Lawyer of Relatives

On 19th March, 4 persons were arrested from Imam Yapha’s house. While they were
being detained at the STF Unit 39, the relatives went to visit them everyday. The
visitors included his mother and sister who came to bring them food. Before Imam
Yapha was arrested, he was in good health and the witness did not notice any wounds
or bruises in his body.
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The witness said that when they were being transferred to the Ruesoh police station
they had not been handcuffed. At the Ruesoh police station no criminal charges were
imposed on them. Imam Yapha, Arming Kaseang, Anan Kaseng, Masakri Rayi, Sukri
Salae and Rayoo Dorkor were taken to the STF Unit 39. During the period they were
detained at the STF Unit 39, the military let them get out of the truck one time during
the day, at noon, to take a shower. The door of the truck was locked from outside. 2
military persons guarded the truck. On 20th March, they were given meal one time
during the day – noon time. Imam Yapha was allowed to get out of the truck, one time
on 19th March at noon time in order to pray. Nobody interrogated them on 19th March.

On 20th March, the witness could see the face of the person who took the detainees for
interrogation because there was light. On 20th March when the Imam came back from
interrogation the 1st time, he complained about pain in his back. He said that he had
been hit at the back. The witness could not see any bruises or wounds on his back.
When the Imam came back from interrogation the second time, the Imam complained
about pain in his back around the same position he mentioned before. The Imam did
not say why the military was torturing him. The witness could not see any bruise or
wounds on his back. During the 1st and 2nd time, the Imam was being interrogated, the
witness heard his father cry out – ‘I do not know’. He also heard another person
crying in pain but did not know who the person was. The witness heard the sounds of
hitting and beating.

When Rayoo Dorkor came back from interrogation the second time, his condition was
quite bad and he was thrown inside the truck by the military persons similar to Imam
Yapha. Rayoo said that he had been tortured by piercing him under the nails of his
fingers and under his eye. Sukreeranai said that he had been tortured by the military
persons who had placed a rope around his neck and pulled at it.

The third time Imam Yapha came back from interrogation, he said that he felt pain all
along his body, but could not say anything more. Before Imam passed away, Masakri
Salae asked the military men to help Imam. In the morning, the witness saw the
wounds on the body of Imam and he confirmed the photographs shown to him by the
lawyer. The witness said that the cause of Imam Yapha’s death was torture by the
military persons.

On 19th March, when the detainees were brought to the Narathiwat Police Station for
press conference, the authorities stated before the press that the detainees were
members of insurgent groups. The authorities placed evidence such as metal spikes
and military uniforms before the press. The witness stated that he was not part of the
insurgency, but the witness did not get any opportunity to say that before the media.
Only officers spoke with the press during the press conference.

The witness stated that the military persons who took Imam Yapha from the truck for
interrogation were different from the military persons who guarded the truck. When
Imam Yapha was in pain, the witness did not have the courage to ask the military to
provide help. The military persons usually did not allow them to speak out about
anything.
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Witness: Anan Kaseng, son of Imam Yapha Kaseng, age 25 years

Examination by Prosecutor
On 19th March, at about 5.00 a.m. Imam Yapha was out of the house cleaning his
body for saying his prayers, when he was arrested. Apart from the Imam, Arming,
Anan , Mr.Sukri Salae and Masakri Rayi were also arrested from the house. Rayoo
Dorkor and Samah were arrested from another place. All seven of them were taken to
Ruesoh police Station. Samah was released at the Ruesoh police station. The
remaining six were taken to Narathiwat Police Station for the press conference and
then brought back to Ruesoh Police Station. Around mid day on 19th March they were
taken to STF Unit 39 and detained in a police truck.

On 20th March, around 5.00 p.m. two military persons came and took Rayoo Dorkor
for interrogation. 30 minutes later the witness saw Rayoo Dorkor being brought back
to the truck blind folded.

Around 8:30 p.m the military persons took Imam Yapha from the truck for
interrogation at a place about 30 meters away. The witness heard the Imam cry out in
pain. The witness saw the military persons bring him back to the truck. When Imam
Yapha was being brought back, the witness saw the military persons hit him all the
time and then throw him inside the truck. When Imam Yapha was brought back to the
truck he was wearing only his sarong. He was not wearing his T-shirt, and Imam said
that he had difficulty in breathing. The witness could not communicate with Imam
Yapha much because the military persons did not allow them to talk.

At about 10:00 p.m. the military persons came again and dragged Imam out of the
truck. They took him to a salaa about 20 meters away from the truck. There were
some lights in the Salaa and the witness heard the word ‘Imam’ many times. The
lights in the Salaa were being switched on and off and every time the lights were
switched off the witness heard the sounds of beating and hitting. The Imam was
brought back into the truck around 30 minutes later. The Imam was in a bad condition
when he returned and he had difficulty in moving.

Around midnight, the military men took Imam Yapha for interrogation the third time.
The Imam was not able to walk, so the military men dragged Imam to the place of
interrogation by pulling his two legs. The military men took Imam near the ‘aid’
room. The witness saw the military men hit the Imam with a bucket that looked as if it
was made of aluminum.

Around 2.00 a.m. the Imam was brought back into the truck. The witness was able to
know of the time because he could see the clock in the ‘aid’ room. The Imam was not
able to speak clearly any more and he lay down on the lap of his sons. The witness
could see the bruises on the body of the Imam. The Imam only said that he felt a lot of
pain. When the witness tried to massage the body of the Imam he could hear noises
from inside the body of Imam – noises of his bones.

Early morning Masakri Salae asked the military men to help Imam as he seemed to be
critical. But the military persons ignored their requests. Around 6:30 a.m. the Imam
died. After the Imam died, they told the military persons about the death. After that
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the military persons moved the truck 100 meters away, took out the body from the
truck and they moved the truck back to the old position.

Around 8:00 a.m, the mother came to visit the detainees and the witness told her the
news about Imam’s death by shouting from the truck, after which the military again
moved the truck from that position. On 21st March, at about 10.00 a.m. the detainees
were taken to Ingkayutthaboriharn camp where he was detained for 20 days. While he
was there, he was taken to Ruesoh police station to sign a document. He was also
asked to look at photographs of 5 persons and identify the persons responsible for the
torture, but the witness could not identify any persons.

Examination by Lawyer of Relatives

On 19th March, Imam Yapha was arrested when he was out of the house, cleaning his
body in order to pray. There were around 50 persons belonging to the military and the
police. Before arresting the people from inside Imam Yapha’s house, the authorities
did not show any search warrant. Mr. Samah was released at Ruesoh police station,
and 6 of them were taken to the STF Unit 39.

The first time that Imam Yapha returned from interrogation, he said that he felt pain
around his chest. The second time Imam Yapha came back from interrogation he said
that he had difficulty in breathing. The third time he came back from interrogation
Imam could not stand anymore. He said that he felt a lot of pain. When the witness
touched his chest, he felt that something was wrong.

After the Imam died the detainees were sent to Ingkayutthaboriharn camp. At the
camp he was asked about the circumstances of the Imam’s death. The military
authorities also tried to negotiate with him and his family. They proposed that if his
family did not file any legal case against the authorities with regard to the death of the
Imam, not speak to any human rights NGO or media, then the authorities would give
land and money to the family and also release them and not re-arrest them. He was
also told that if the family declined the offer, criminal charges would be imposed on
him subsequently. The witness was temporarily released from the
Ingkayutthaboriharn camp so that he could talk with his family about the above offer.
The family declined to accept the offer and he was sent back to the
Ingkayutthaboriharn camp.
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Post Mortem Inquest, Imam Yapha Kaseng

Narathiwat Provincial Court

Trial Observation Notes: Court Hearing on 30th June 2008
4

Details of the hearing on 30 June 2008

The hearing started around 9.15 am and finished around 17.00 pm.

There were three judges as a panel. One of the panelists was the Chief of
Narathivath Court. There were two state prosecutors and the trial process was also
observed by the Chief of Narathivath public prosecutor office. There were a
number of trial observers including representatives of Working Group on Justice
for Peace and students.

Three witnesses gave evidence – Mrs. Nima Kaseng, wife of Imam Yapha, Dr.
Suphawit Pakdichoke, of Ruesoh District Hospital who conducted the initial
examination of the dead body and Major Wicha Phuthong who at the date of
incident was the Acting Commander of Special Task Force Unit 39.

Mrs. Arminah Kaseng, wife of Imam Yapha Kaseng, in her testimony said that the
authorities arrested Imam Yapha, her two sons and a nephew from their house on
19th March. Imam Yapha was in good health when he was arrested on the 19th
March. The arrested people were first detained at Ruesoh police station for about
2 hrs and then taken to Muang District of Narathivath Province for a press
conference. After that they were moved to Special Task Force Unit 39 in
Narathivath. The Imam, his sons, nephew and three other people were detained in
a police truck inside the camp. On 21st March, she was informed by hers sons
who had been arrested together with the Imam that their father had died.

Dr. Suphawit Pakdichoke said that the cause of death of Imam was in medical
terms, 'blunt force trauma'. He explained that strong force had broken the ribs and
the broken bones had punctured the lungs. Apart from that the Imam had long
abrasion marks on his back that showed that he might have been dragged across a
hard and rough surface. There were bruises and wounds all over his body
including his eyes, forehead and lips.

Major Wicha Phuthong, who is at present deputed with the Armored Cavalry
Section 18, Cavalry Division 1 based in Petchaboon Province was the Acting
Commander of the Special Task Force Unit 39 on the date of incident. The Major
denied knowing any details about the wounds and injuries on the body of Imam
Yapha. The Major said that though he was the Acting Commander at that time, the
Commander had already assigned duties to all officers. The Major denied

4
Observers: Kalpalata Dutta (on behalf of Access to Justice Project, Cross Cultural Foundation) and

Preeda Thongchunum, Legal Officer, Cross Cultural Foundation
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knowing the name of the officer on duty to guard and manage the keys of the
truck containing the detainees.

The Major said that usually there are some written records of the guard duty
assigned to the officers, but such records are destroyed afterwards. The records of
21st March have also been destroyed. The Major said that under the regulations
intelligence officers have the authority to interrogate detainees after they have
taken the requisite permission from the Camp Commander. At the time of incident
the Major had the authority to grant permissions for interrogation. However no
officer had made a request to interrogate Imam.

The Major also denied that he was transferred to his present duty in Petchaboon
province by way of disciplinary action against him as he had been alleged to be
involved in torturing Imam Yapha.

This inquest trial was held very promptly, only after three months of the date of
incident when compared to other cases of death in custody or death during arrest
operations that took place in 2007.
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Post-Mortem Inquest Motion under Section 150 Criminal Procedure
Code

With respect to the death of Imam Yapha Kaseng

Black Chor number 9/2551

Narathiwat Provincial Court
15 May 2551
Criminal Case

Public Prosecutor of Narathiwat Province Complainant
Between
Mr.Yapha Kaseng Dead person

1. The Complainant received the autopsy file from Ruesoh Police station. The
file stated that on 19 March 2551, the police and military went to surround and
search Kotor village located in Moo 5, Ruesoh Sub-District, Ruesoh District,
Narathiwat Province. The officials arrested Mr.Yapha and 5 other suspects
under the Martial law. All of them were taken to be detained in special task
force number 39 based in Moo 2, Ruesohnok Sub-District, Ruesoh District of
Narathiwat Province. The 7 suspects were detained in a 6 wheel truck used to
keep the detainees of Ruesoh police station. Second Lieutenant Siriket
Wanichbamrung was responsible for keeping the key of the 6 wheel truck.
Major Wicha Phootong acted on behalf of Commander of Special Task Force
Number 39 of Narathiwat. During the detention from 20 March 2551 to 21
March 2551, the military officers took Mr. Yapha for interrogation for many
times. On 21 of March 2551 at about 06.30 a.m. Mr.Yapha passed away while
he was in official custody. After the incident the inquiry officers and other
official agencies did not make co autopsy as required under law. The autopsy
report stated that Mr. Yapha died because of “blunt force trauma” which
caused fracture of ribs and “traumatic pneumothorax” (details of autopsy
report as attached).

Place of incident: Ruesoh sub-district, Ruesoh District of Narathiwat Province.

2. Mr.Yapha Kaseng died while he was in the custody of officers while they
were performing their duty. The complainant therefore request the Court to
make inquest in order to examine and enquire as to who the deceased was and
the place, item, cause and circumstances of such death according to the section
150 of Criminal Procedure Code.

In this case the relatives of the dead person are:
(1) Mrs.Arminah Kaseng, his wife
(2) Mrs. Normee Kaseng, his daughter
(3) Mr.Arming Kaseng, his son
(4) Mr.Anan Kaseng, his son
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(1)-(4) residing at 54/1 Moo 5, Ruesoh Sub-District, Ruesoh District of Narathiwat
province. The Complainant requested the Court to sent a copy of this motion and
inform the date of examination to the relatives of dead person according to the law.

Section 150 of the Criminal Procedure provides as follows:

In case where a post mortem inquest shall be held, the inquiry official of the locality
where the corpse is and the physician in specialized in forensic medicine who has
received a certificate or a letter of approval from the Medial Council shall make the
inquest as soon as possible. If no physician specialized in forensic medicine exists, or
he is unable to perform his duty, a physician attached to a public hospital shall
perform it. If no physician attached to a public hospital exists, or he is unable to
perform his duty, a physician attached to the Provincial office of Public Heath exists,
or he is unable to perform his duty, a physician attached to a private hospital or a
physician practicing in medical treatment who has registered as a voluntary physician
according to the Rule of Ministry of Public Heath shall perform it, and in performing
such duty such physician attached to a private hospital or physician practicing in
medical treatment shall be an official under the Criminal Code. Such inquiry official
and physician shall promptly make a note of all particulars of such inquest, and such
physician shall also make a report annexed to the note within seven days from the
date of receiving the notice. If there arises necessity, the period of time may be
extended not more than twice for the period not exceeding thirty days each, but the
grounds for the extension of time and the necessity thereof have to be written down in
the file of inquest. Such report shall be deemed to be a part of the file of inquest. And,
in the case where death is not the result of an offence, the inquiry official shall send
the file of inquest to the Public Prosecutor upon the completion of the inquest as
quickly as possible and the Public Prosecutor shall further proceed according to
Section 156.

It shall be the duty of the inquiry official to notify those persons who have the duty to
hold the inquest, and before the inquest, the inquiry official shall inform each of the
husband, wife, ascendant, descendant, legal representative or custodian of the
deceased as may be possible.

In the case of death caused by the act of an official alleged to be on account of
carrying out his duty, or a person has died whilst being kept in custody by an official
alleged to be on account of carrying out of his duty, the Public Prosecutor and the
administrative official who has the rank of the Palad Amphur (the Deputy District
Officer) or its equivalent upwards of the locality where such corpse is, shall hold
the inquest together with the inquiry official and physician according to first
paragraph, and the provision of the second paragraph shall apply.

After the inquest has been held according to the third paragraph, the inquiry official
shall make the file of inquest and send it to the Public Prosecutor within thirty days
from the date of knowing the matter. If there arises necessity, the period of time may
be extended not more that twice for the period not exceeding thirty days each, but the
grounds for the extensions of time and the necessity thereof have to be written down
in the file of inquest.
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Where having received the file of inquest, the Public Prosecutor shall apply by motion
to the Court of First Instance of the locality where such corpse is for an examination
and order as to who the deceased was, the place, time, cause and circumstances of
such death, if death was caused by the act of any person, it shall be stated, as far as it
could be ascertained, who was the alleged offender, within thirty days from the date
of receiving the file. If there arises necessity, the period of time may be extend not
more than twice for the period not exceeding thirty days each, but the grounds for the
extensions of time and the necessity thereof have to be written down in the file of
inquest.

In performing the duties according to the first, third, forth and fifth paragraph, the
inquiry official shall perform in pursuance of the order of the Public Prosecutor.

In the examination according to the fifth paragraph, the Court shall post up a notice
fixing the date on which the examination will be held at the Courthouse, and the
Public Prosecutor shall apply by motion to the Court to send a copy of the motion and
inform the date of examination to each of the husband, wife, ascendant, descendant,
legal representative or custodian of the deceased, at least on person respectively as
may be possible, not less than days before the date of examination, and the Public
Prosecutor shall adduce the evidence relating to death for the prosecution.

After the Court has posted up the notice fixing the date on which the examination will
be held, and before the completion of such examination, the husband, wife,
ascendant, descendant, legal representative or custodian of the deceased is entitled
to apply by motion to the Court for examining the witnesses adduced by the Public
Prosecutor and adducing other witness. For this purpose, the husband, wife,
ascendant, descendant, legal representative or custodian of deceased is entitled to
appoint a counsel to act on their behalf. If no counsel appointed from those persons
enters to the case, the Court shall appoint a counsel to act as the counsel of the
relatives of the deceased.

When the Court deems expedient for the sake of justice, it may recall the witnesses
for additional examination or require other witnesses to be examined, and it may ask a
knowledgeable person or an expert to give an opinion into consideration of the Court
for holding the examination and giving the order. However, in neither case the
persons adducing evidence according to the eight paragraph shall be debarred from
applying to the Court to call other knowledgeable person or expert to give a dissenting
or additional opinion to the opinion of such knowledgeable person or expert.

The order of the Court under this Section shall be final, but shall not prejudice the
right to institute a prosecution and the trial and judgment of the Court if the Public
Prosecutor or other persons has instituted or will institute the prosecution relating to
such death.

After the Court has given the order, the file of examination of the Court shall be
forwarded to the Public Prosecutor so as to be sent to the inquiry official for further
proceedings.

The physician according to the first paragraph, the official having held the inquest and
the knowledgeable person or expert having been invited by the Court to give the
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opinion under this Section shall have the right to receive allowances or fees, traveling
and accommodation expenses in accordance with the Rule prescribed by the Ministry
of Justice with the approval of the Ministry of Finance. The counsel appointed by the
Court under the Section shall also have the right to compensation and expenses in the
same manner as the counsel appointed by the Court under Section 173.
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Inquest on Writ of Habeas Corpus

Narathiwat Provincial Court, 8th – 10th April

By persons detained along with Imam Yapha Kaseng on 19th March

2008
5

During 8-10 April, the Court Narathiwat Provincial Court conducted hearings with
respect to the Writ of Habeas Corpus filed on behalf of the 5 persons who had been
arrested and detained under the Martial Law and the Emergency Decree along with
Imam Yapha Kaseng on 19th March 2008. Relatives of detainees said that the
detainees had been tortured during detention to extract information and one detainee,
Imam Yapha Kaseng had died in detention. In the Habeas Corpus Writ the families of
the detainees alleged that the detention was illegal and requested the Court to call the
persons responsible for detention to testify before the Court. They also requested the
Court to consider giving compensation under the Constitution if the Court found that
the detention was illegal.

3 relatives and one detainee who had been released from detention on 8th April gave
their testimony before the Court. The relatives and the detainee who had been released
testified that the detainees had been tortured during their detention.

On 10th April, the Court gave its decision. It held that the military had the authority to
detain the persons under the Martial Law and the Emergency Decree and so the
allegation of the relatives that the detention was illegal was not justified. The Court
thus rejected the writ of habeas corpus.

On the same date, 10th April, the lawyer of behalf of the detainees filed another
motion before the Narathiwat Provincial Court, to object to the request for extension
of detention for further 7 days under the Emergency Decree. (Under Section of the
Emergency Decree, a person can be arrested for an initial period of 7 days, after
which the competent authorities have to request for extension of detention, 7 days at a
time, provided the total period of detention does not exceed 30 days).

The Court dismissed the motion of the lawyers since the working of the government
day was over and the Enquiry Officer or the Competent Authority had not appeared
before the Court for extension of detention. After the Court dismissed the motion, the
Enquiry Officer came to request for extension, and the Court rejected the request
since the request was presented after 16:30 hrs (the end of the government working
day). Thus the detainees were released the next day, 11th April.

5
Note prepared with information from Preeda Thongchunum, Legal Officer, Cross Cultural

Foundation and Muslim Attorney Centre, Yala


